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Name and Surname

16 yanıt

Liselotte Israelsson

antonio bova

Selin Galabova

Marieta Radulova

Greta Paskociumaite

Giedre Sakalauskaite

Marijus Rutkauskas

Liliangela Callea

Ilenia cordò

Monica Teti

Rıza Gürbüz

Cemal Kutlu

Austeja Burmonaite

Sofija Petrov

Leo Anaya

Clare Billig

Evaluation of Dalyan Meeting and
Awareness Activities (22-28 October 2023)
17 yanıt

Analiz bilgilerini yayınla
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Gender

16 yanıt

Organization 

17 yanıt

Please evaluate the Infopack and other project information before the 
Dalyan meeting  and Environment awareness activities ?  1 weak  5
Good

17 yanıt

Kopyala

Female
Male

31,3%

68,8%

Kopyala

Kalistratia
Walk Together
TAVO Europe
TEK-SAV
Other

23,5%

11,8%

17,6%

23,5%

23,5%

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0)
1 (%5,9)1 (%5,9)1 (%5,9)

2 (%11,8)

14 (%82,4)
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Please evaluate  the meeting hotel (Nish Caria Hotel)  1 weak  5 good

17 yanıt

Please evaluate the  meeting organizations  on 23-24 October ?    1
weak  5 good

17 yanıt

Have you  get  satisfactory information about the European Green
Deal  and Let us think Green Project presentation ? 

17 yanıt

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 2 (%11,8)

4 (%23,5)

11 (%64,7)

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0)
1 (%5,9)1 (%5,9)1 (%5,9)

2 (%11,8)

14 (%82,4)

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0)

6 (%35,3)

11 (%64,7)
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Evaluate the presentations of Dalyan - Köyçeğiz Special Protection
Area?

17 yanıt

Evaluate the presentation of Captain June and sea turtles?

17 yanıt

Evaluate the presentation of  Sea Turtle Research, Rescue and
Rehabilitation Center -DEKAMER                              ?

17 yanıt

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 2 (%11,8)

15 (%88,2)

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0)
1 (%5,9)1 (%5,9)1 (%5,9)

2 (%11,8)

14 (%82,4)

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 2 (%11,8) 2 (%11,8)

13 (%76,5)
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Evaluate the presentation of European Green Deal and Project Outputs
& Delivarables ? Rıza Gürbüz

17 yanıt

Evaluate the presentation of  Discussion Keeping Quality of Project
Outputs & Delivarables ? Liselotte Israelsson- External Evaluator

16 yanıt

Evaluate the presentation of   Association Walk Together, Bulgaria

17 yanıt

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0)
3 (%17,6)

14 (%82,4)

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0)
1 (%6,3)1 (%6,3)1 (%6,3)

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0)

15 (%93,8)

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0)

5 (%29,4)

12 (%70,6)
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Evaluate the presentation of Kalistratia , Italy

16 yanıt

Evaluate the presentation of   Tavo Europa – Lithuania  

17 yanıt

Evaluate the  Iztuzu Beach  Environment Awareness Activities  ,Visit
Captaion June Hut, Sea Turtle Rehabilation  Center- DEKAMER  ?

17 yanıt

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 2 (%12,5)

14 (%87,5)

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 2 (%11,8)
1 (%5,9)1 (%5,9)1 (%5,9)

14 (%82,4)

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0,0

2,5

5,0

7,5

10,0

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0)
1 (%5,9)

7 (%41,2)

9 (%52,9)
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Evaluate our tree planting activity in Dalyan?

17 yanıt

Evaluate the  Dalyan -  Köyçeğiz Environment Awareness Activities ? 
Cleaning River by Boat

16 yanıt

Evaluate the Dalyan Canal - Koyceğiz lake observation of Boat Tour i ?

17 yanıt

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0)
1 (%5,9)1 (%5,9)1 (%5,9) 3 (%17,6)

13 (%76,5)

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0,0

2,5

5,0

7,5

10,0

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0)
2 (%12,5)

4 (%25)

10 (%62,5)

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0)
1 (%5,9)1 (%5,9)1 (%5,9) 1 (%5,9)1 (%5,9)1 (%5,9)

15 (%88,2)
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Evaluate the visit of the Mayor of Ortaca and the 2 year - College ?

15 yanıt

Evaluate Final Meeting ( ceremony of  Participation certificates of
participants and Presentation of plaques to supporting organisations) 

16 yanıt

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

2

4

6

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 1 (%6,7)

3 (%20)

5 (%33,3)

6 (%40)

Kopyala

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0) 0 (%0)0 (%0)0 (%0)

5 (%31,3)

11 (%68,8)
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How can we reach young people to disseminate the project results and the informing
them about European Green Deal objectives?  

15 yanıt

Social media

Social Media (SM) is an important way to reach young people, usage of popular SM profiles
youtubers, "stars" to receive attention from youngsters. Also engage with Stakeholders working
with young people already and ask them to address the topic or let the project plan activity with
them. Join other relevant established events / presentations /fairs etc where there already is
an audience to reach out. Interactive activities, competitions are always a good way to attract
an audience.

by social media and meeting

We need to create more activities that would be interesting for young people. I think the
activities we did in Dalyan are suitable for young people! We will try to implement them!

via the social media channels and with short presentations and discussions in classes with
students from middle and high schools

Social media campaign. Recruiting youth workers.

Social media

Meeting and social

Today, social media is a powerful way to communicate with young people, I suggest keeping
social profiles update

It is possible to disseminate project presentations and project activites thorough social medias,
other EU project meetings, Visiting Local partners, organizing local dissemination meetings

In educational institutions, starting from basic education to university. With all kinds of non-
governmental organizations. With all media and social media tools...

By spreading awareness through social media mostly.

Using social media and visiting schools unis etc

Multiplier events
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How can we develop a Local partnership structure (Environmental based  NGOs,
Environmental based  Governmental Organisations, Schools, Universities, Local
Authorities and Youth Groups) for the dissemination of the project outputs  and
European Green Deal targets ?  Meetings, visits, social media ..

13 yanıt

Constant work with building local partnership structures, it's a full-time job! Find partners that
can benefit from your activities/your organization, they are prone to listening. Ask these
organizations who they can recommend you to talk to in their networks in order to expand the
partnership structures - personal recommendations gives you a foot in the door. "Cold calling";
contact organizations that are interesting to you and try to meet with them and join their
activities / ask them to join your own activities. Important is to communicate your vision, a
vision partnership organizations can identify themselves with and think is good and beneficial
for them or for humanity - nobody can say no to a cleaner, healthier more sustainable
environment? Or say no to supporting local/regional nature, stakeholders, businesses, youth
work and youngsters? Schools are already working with similar topics, offer schools an
attractive information activity - teachers will be happy! (collaborate with teachers so they feel
they are involved as well). PR-activities - same as above only with journalists as targets. Don't
be modest, just call up important people!

above all social media but meetings too

We need to organise meetings on a local level which is sometimes difficult but we are working
on it.

meetings with representatives of the NGOs, Governmental Organisations, Local Authorities
and visits in schools and universities

Meetings with organisations leaders, study visits to the organisations.

Meetings, visits, social media, digital meetings, representation during other projects related to
sustainability

Social media

Social media, awarnwss activities like we did

Visitits place of interest and share on social

Social media and meetings with young people

More and more communication with local partners, visiting local partners, organizing face to
face and online meetings.

How can we develop a Local partnership structure (Environmental based NGOs, Environmental
based Governmental Organisations, Schools, Universities, Local Authorities and Youth Groups)
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for the dissemination of the project outputs and European Green Deal targets ? Meetings,
visits, social media ..

Start with local workshops and work groups

How can we  improve the quality of project outputs ?

17 yanıt

Make a roadmap and a communication plan to stay on track of to do's - this way you work step
by step every week on the project outputs !

share our outputs by social media

We can reach out to each other and share our progress.

exchange the good practices from each country and create common space with shared docs
for suggestions, materials, environmental games and fun activities to attract students and kids

Continue regular communication among the partners

-

Try to involve as much people in the project as possible

More creativity and digital akill

They were ok

I think communication is an important medium

Project is giving opportunity to assign external Evaluator/ Expert to evaluate project quality as
presentation, establishing strong local partnership with local partners, online survey and
following the instruction of the external evaluator or expert outside the project team.

By keeping project outcomes up to date and ensuring they are sustainable.

Good steakholders and interested partners can improve the quality of the project

More posts on social media

By continuing with the good work, trying to always keep up with social marketing etc.

work as a team

Dissemination
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How  can you  transfer your good project or practices  to the "Let us think green"
project?  

12 yanıt

By responding to this evaluation! And present good practice at partner meetings. I think it is
important for Project Leader to give direction; partners respond. Evaluation like this is good!
Comprise and spread answers to all partners. Ideas should be integrated in the roadmap and
communication plan. (I can send a roadmap and communication plan from LENE - is a simple
but good way of staying up to date). OR, use Trello as Roadmap and communication plan - if
you pay for the extra services they offer, you can also add timelines, reminders etc. (however, I
prefer to use no cost platforms as they are always available)

by stamp and meetings as Kalabria Eco Fest

I think they are already implemented in the project! Especially our cleaning practice.

As mentioned above - exchange the good practices from each country and create common
space, exchange tips and know-how experience

Adding new tools for the dissemination

Social media

I will share it threw social media and provide information threw live conversations with
surrounding people of mine

Proposing awarnwss activities

Involving people in active citizenship

Giving the details about application of the good project or practices to partner organization
and arranging SWOT Analysis of each good project and practices.

By staying in touch with project stakeholders, following EU project announcements and
studies, participating in similar project studies and providing support...

by implementing them in our countries
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How can you improve the quality of project outputs in terms of content, design and
dissemination method?

10 yanıt

To secure project content output, use a Roadmap and Communication Plan; this way the team
works every week step-by-step towards the goal - this constant activity will lead to better
results in the end and help you keep yourself and the team focused.
Design; use skilled colleagues in the project for design or pay an external person - maybe
somebody who is connected in think green topics with an existing network?! Canva is a free
online tool to create good designs, good to build up good designs within each partner
organisation. Dissemination method depends on the project topic. The development of local
partnership structures equals dissemination and the build up should be structured through the
communication plan - which enables you and your team to work on dissemination every week,
step-by-step.

write a 1-page brochure of the results achieved

No need of improvement i think

I can use all my social media channels and contacts to disseminate the outputs

Base our work on experts recommendations

-

Getting inspiration on internet, using tips from content creators

Inviting people from my village showing them pictures and video abaut the project that was
held in dalyan

Discussing to improve quality of project outputs among project partner organizations and
following the recommendations and evaluations of the external evaluators.

Enriching content, updating designs using modern technologies and reaching the target
audience with current techniques…
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What are your suggestions for the meeting and environmental awareness activities to
be held in Antalya between 26-31 May 2024?

13 yanıt

Start the meeting with an "energizer" / warm-up / getting-to know each other exercises - to
boost colleagues from all countries to get to know each other (Clare has good ideas and
activities for this). Place name tags on tables to mix colleagues and countries for a couple of
lunches, just to get people to mix and get to know each other. For Antalya, one idea could be to
repeat the activities from Dalyan, similar activities, and improve them. This way we establish a
learning curve within the project; cleaning the waters: maybe it is possible to use small
individual canoes instead and each canoe / boat is responsible for 10 meters of coast line for
example - this would be a more efficient way to collect trash. Same with cleaning the beach,
maybe each person can be responsible for a land strip of a couple of meters - this would mean
a more methodical way of executing the actual task. Just a suggestion. We can also, like in
Dalyan, find out more about the Antalya region and their needs in terms of environmental
challenges and build the program around this region.

the same modus operandi done to Daylan but I prefer to have a "round table"

I would like to have the same activities as i think it is important for the project - cleaning,
planting trees, picnic in the nature, visiting local partners and understanding how local people
think .

More meetings with local young people and some workshops together with them; exchange of
the most common daily based activities in each country regarding the environmental protection
and the most problematic areas.

Just like in Dalyan, so in Antalya to maintain a balanced time of work and rest. Joint activities
really strengthen the team and provide more knowledge. Study visits can be one of the most
important things.

-

Involve as much live activities to participate in as possible

Make a sort of strike for environment, like Friday for future

Like the activities in daylan

Arranging similar organization in Antalya, like Dalyan.

In this meeting, it will be useful to present examples of neglected and protected environments.

A trip to Pamukkale

I think the program in Dalyan was perfect. we should do kind of the same in Antalya
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Please write your free opinions  for Dalyan meeting, environmental awareness
activities  ?

14 yanıt

Cleaning the waters: maybe it is possible to use smaller individual canoes/boats instead ? Each
canoe / boat is responsible for 10 meters of coast line for example - this would be a more
efficient way to collect trash. Same with cleaning the beach, maybe each person can be
responsible for a land strip of a couple of meters - this would mean a more methodical way of
executing the actual task. Planting trees, secure more shovels, maybe partners can also help
watering and marking the trees. For each activity I would suggest an information text on a
project paper; river / beach / planting trees - find out more about the background of the river /
beach / planting trees, what kind of tree. Description of environmental challenges. We already
heard about this information during presentations, but a sheet of information paper around the
activity in writing would be good I think! Maybe create a project "book" of information of
activities, that can also serve as a PR-pamphlet and project-log for the future. A nice project
output, easy to share with others and a memory for the organization.

All done was good

I think the meeting was overall great! I really loved the activities and the partners. You did an
amazing job! Bravo !

I want to say that we could have cleaned more the beach, it was too short 15-20 min !
And also to respect more food preferences of participants for next meeting :)

I liked the environmental awareness activities very much but the cleaning of the beach and of
the river could have been a bit longer and more instruments for the river were needed. I would
be very happy if more information was given to us from the local people and authorities about
the whole ecosystem and the life in Dalyan - the river, the lake, the historical sites and their
protection, the tourism challenges and the governmental support for the area.

Perhaps there was a desire for more direct communication with young local people. The
external expert had not fully delved into the project itself, so the advice could be relatively
useful. In general, the publicity of the project was excellent, the activities were useful.

I really liked the activities and overall experience is very positive. I felt welcomed and involved.

Great, a nice way to enjoy surroundings. We should have invited more people

Perfect

It was beautiful, full of interesting and important activities, a good way to communicate and
share new ideas

Everything was implemented in terms of agenda of Dalyan Meeting and awarness Activities. ıt
was reached to planned targets of Dalyan Meeting and Green Awareness Activities. Only one
missing ,Greek partner could not send any participants to meeting because of the some
unexpected reason.
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Every stage of the Dalyan meeting has been reached.

Very interesting and valuable experience to bring home

I really enjoyed all of them, organisation was perfect

I think everything was planned really good in advance, the days were well structured and the
activities were plenty and very divers. I would have wished for a closer get to get her with all
partner countries, some welcoming games, done and lunch together and not so much
"separated".
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Please write your recommendation for Antalya Meeting , Green Exhibition, Environment
Activities, Visits to local partners ?

9 yanıt

For Antalya, one idea could be to repeat the activities from Dalyan, similar activities, and
improve them. This way we establish a learning curve within the project; cleaning the waters:
maybe it is possible to use small individual canoes instead and each canoe / boat is responsible
for 10 meters of coast line for example - this would be a more efficient way to collect trash.
Same with cleaning the beach, maybe each person can be responsible for a land strip of a
couple of meters - this would mean a more methodical way of executing the actual task. Just a
suggestion.

We can also, like in Dalyan, find out more about the Antalya region and their needs in terms of
environmental challenges and areas in need of protection and build the program around this
region.

about meeting/ green exbition it would be good to dialogue with other associations, as
brainstorming, and not that each association shows its activities done (step already done in
Daylan). About Visits will be nice to see permaculture ecovillage in Antalya

My recommendations are like I said try to do the same things, but in a different bigger town. I
am sure we will face some different situations. We can also plant flowers, explore the nature,
beach.. I am sure Antalya will be amazing too :)

I would recommend more clarity over the program and more information for each activity, as
well as providing translation at every stage of the activities so that people feel included and not
excluded when they do not understand the subject of speaking.

-

Stay on schedule, more interactiv activities

Visit more animals rescue organizzation

We must make good preperation together by discussing all details and providing of the
participation of the local partners from Antalya and Dalyan.

Green Exhibition, Environmental Activities and Local Partner Visits should be held at the
Antalya Meeting.
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7 yanıt
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How can we reach young people to disseminate the project results and the 

informing them about European Green Deal objectives?  15 Reply 

Social media 

 
Social Media (SM) is an important way to reach young people, usage of popular SM 

profiles youtubers, "stars" to receive attention from youngsters. Also engage with 

Stakeholders working with young people already and ask them to address the topic or let 

the project plan activity with them.  

Join other relevant established events / presentations /fairs etc where there already is an 

audience to reach out. Interactive activities, competitions are always a good way to attract 

an audience. 

by social media and meeting 

We need to create more activities that would be interesting for young people. I think the 

activities we did in Dalyan are suitable for young people! We will try to implement them!  

Via the social media channels and with short presentations and discussions in classes 

with students from middle and high schools 

Social media campaign. Recruiting youth workers. 

Social media 

Local Meetings and social media  

Today, social media is a powerful way to communicate with young people, I suggest 

keeping social profiles update 

It is possible to disseminate project presentations and project activites thorough social 

medias, other EU project meetings, Visiting Local partners, organizing local dissemination 

meetings 

In educational institutions, starting from basic education to university. With all kinds of 

non-governmental organizations. With all media and social media tools... 

By spreading awareness through social media mostly. 

Using social media and visiting schools units to tell let us think Green Project as well, 

Multiplier events in the project countries and visiting schools/ Colleges 

 

 

 

 

 



How can we develop a Local partnership structure (Environmental based  NGOs, 
Environmental based  Governmental Organisations, Schools, Universities, Local 
Authorities and Youth Groups) for the dissemination of the project outputs  and 
European Green Deal targets ?  Meetings, visits, social media .  13 Reply 

Constant work with building local partnership structures, it's a full-time job! Find partners 

that can benefit from your activities/your organization, they are prone to listening. Ask 

these organizations who they can recommend you to talk to in their networks in order to 

expand the partnership structures - personal recommendations gives you a foot in the 

door. "Cold calling"; contact organizations that are interesting to you and try to meet with 

them and join their activities / ask them to join your own activities. Important is to 

communicate your vision, a vision partnership organizations can identify themselves with 

and think is good and beneficial for them or for humanity - nobody can say no to a cleaner, 

healthier more sustainable environment? Or say no to supporting local/regional nature, 

stakeholders, businesses, youth work and youngsters? Schools are already working with 

similar topics, offer schools an attractive information activity - teachers will be happy! 

(collaborate with teachers so they feel they are involved as well). PR-activities - same as 

above only with journalists as targets. Don't be modest, just call up important people!  

above all social media but meetings too 

We need to organise meetings on a local level which is sometimes difficult but we are 

working on it. 

meetings with representatives of the NGOs, Governmental Organisations, Local 

Authorities and visits in schools and universities 

Meetings with organisations leaders, study visits to the organisations. 

Meetings, visits, social media, digital meetings, representation during other projects 

related to sustainability 

Social media 

Social media, awarnwss activities like we did 

Visitits place of interest and share on social 

Social media and meetings with young people 

More and more communication with local partners, visiting local partners, organizing face 

to face and online meetings. 

How can we develop a Local partnership structure (Environmental based NGOs, 

Environmental based Governmental Organisations, Schools, Universities, Local 

Authorities and Youth Groups) for the dissemination of the project outputs and European 

Green Deal targets ? Meetings, visits, social media .. 

 

 



How can we  improve the quality of project outputs ?  17 Reply 

 

Make a roadmap and a communication plan to stay on track of to do's - this way you work 

step by step every week on the project outputs ! 

share our outputs by social media 

We can reach out to each other and share our progress. 

Exchange the good practices from each country and create common space with shared 

docs for suggestions, materials, environmental games and fun activities to attract students 

and kids 

Continue regular communication among the partners 

- 

Try to involve as much people in the project as possible 

More creativity and digital Skill 

Following the instructions of the project coordinators amd more communication between 

partner organizations and local stakeholders 

I think communication and collaboration  is an important to improve quality of project 

outputs 

Project is giving opportunity to assign external Evaluator/ Expert to evaluate project quality 

as presentation, establishing strong local partnership with local partners, online survey 

and following the instruction of the external evaluator or expert outside the project team.  

By keeping project outcomes up to date and ensuring they are sustainable.  

 

Good steakholders and interested partners can improve the quality of the project 

More posts on social media 

By continuing with the good work, trying to always keep up with social marketing etc.  

work as a team 

 

 

 

 

 



How  can you  transfer your good project or practices  to the "Let us think 

green" project?   12 Reply  

 

By responding to this evaluation! And present good practice at partner meetings. I think it 

is important for Project Leader to give direction; partners respond. Evaluation like this is 

good! Comprise and spread answers to all partners. Ideas should be integrated in the 

roadmap and communication plan. (I can send a roadmap and communication plan from 

LENE - is a simple but good way of staying up to date). OR, use Trello as Roadmap and 

communication plan - if you pay for the extra services they offer, you can also add 

timelines, reminders etc. (however, I prefer to use no cost platforms as they are always 

available) 

by stamp and meetings as Kalabria Eco Fest 

I think they are already implemented in the project! Especially our cleaning practice.  

As mentioned above - exchange the good practices from each country and create 

common space, exchange tips and know-how experience 

Adding new tools for the dissemination 

Social media 

I will share it threw social media and provide information threw live conversations with 

surrounding people of mine 

Proposing awarnwss activities 

Involving people in active citizenship 

Giving the details about application of the good project or practices to partner organization 

and arranging SWOT Analysis of each good project and practices.  

By staying in touch with project stakeholders, following EU project announcements and 

studies, participating in similar project studies and providing support...  

by implementing them in our countries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



How can you improve the quality of project outputs in terms of content, 

design and dissemination method?  10 reply 

To secure project content output, use a Roadmap and Communication Plan; this way the 

team works every week step-by-step towards the goal - this constant activity will lead to 

better results in the end and help you keep yourself and the team focused. Design; use 

skilled colleagues in the project for design or pay an external person - maybe somebody 

who is connected in think green topics with an existing network?! Canva is a free online 

tool to create good designs, good to build up good designs within each partner 

organisation. Dissemination method depends on the project topic. The development of 

local partnership structures equals dissemination and the build up should be structured 

through the communication plan - which enables you and your team to work on 

dissemination every week, step-by-step. 

write a 1-page brochure of the results achieved 

No need of improvement i think 

I can use all my social media channels and contacts to disseminate the outputs  

Base our work on experts recommendations 

- 

Getting inspiration on internet, using tips from content creators 

Inviting people from my village showing them pictures and video abaut the project that 

was held in dalyan 

Discussing to improve quality of project outputs among project partner organizations and 

following the recommendations and evaluations of the external evaluators.  

Enriching content, updating designs using modern technologies and reaching the target 

audience with current techniques… 

Good and true Dissemination Methods such as meeting , visits  

 

 

 

 

 

 



What are your suggestions for the meeting and environmental awareness 

activities to be held in Antalya between 26-31 May 2024?  13 Reply 

 

Start the meeting with an "energizer" / warm-up / getting-to know each other exercises - to 

boost colleagues from all countries to get to know each other (Clare has good ideas and 

activities for this). Place name tags on tables to mix colleagues and countries for a couple 

of lunches, just to get people to mix and get to know each other. For Antalya, one idea 

could be to repeat the activities from Dalyan, similar activities, and improve them.  

 

This way we establish a learning curve within the project; cleaning the waters: maybe it is 

possible to use small individual canoes instead and each canoe / boat is responsible for 

10 meters of coast line for example - this would be a more efficient way to collect trash.  

 

Same with cleaning the beach, maybe each person can be responsible for a land strip of a 

couple of meters - this would mean a more methodical way of executing the actual task. 

Just a suggestion. We can also, like in Dalyan, find out more about the Antalya region and 

their needs in terms of environmental challenges and build the program around this 

region. 

the same modus operandi done to Daylan but I prefer to have a "round table"  

I would like to have the same activities as i think it is important for the project - cleaning, 

planting trees, picnic in the nature, visiting local partners and understanding how local 

people think. 

More meetings with local young people and some workshops together with them; 

exchange of the most common daily based activities in each country regarding the 

environmental protection and the most problematic areas. 

Just like in Dalyan, so in Antalya to maintain a balanced time of work and rest. Joint 

activities really strengthen the team and provide more knowledge. Study visits can be one 

of the most important things. 

- 

Involve as much live activities to participate in as possible 

Make a sort of strike for environment, like Friday for future 

Like the activities in daylan 

Arranging similar organization in Antalya, like Dalyan. 

In this meeting, it will be useful to present examples of neglected and protected 

environments. 

A trip to Pamukkale 

I think the program in Dalyan was perfect. we should do kind of the same in Antalya 

 

 

 

 



Please write your free opinions  for Dalyan meeting, environmental 
awareness activities  ?  14 Reply 
 

Cleaning the waters: maybe it is possible to use smaller individual canoes / boats instead?  

Each canoe / boat is responsible for 10 meters of coast line for example - this would be a 

more efficient way to collect trash. Same with cleaning the beach, maybe each person can 

be responsible for a land strip of a couple of meters - this would mean a more methodical 

way of executing the actual task. Planting trees, secure more shovels, maybe partners can 

also help much more watering and marking the trees.  

For each activity I would suggest an information text on a project paper; river / beach / 

planting trees - find out more about the background of the river / beach / planting trees, 

what kind of tree. Description of environmental challenges.  

We already heard about this information during presentations, but a sheet of information 

paper around the activity in writing would be good I think! Maybe create a project "book" of 

information of activities, that can also serve as a PR-pamphlet and project-log for the 

future.  

A nice project output, easy to share with others and a memory for the organization.  

All thing and programme was  really good 

I think the meeting was overall great! I really loved the activities and the partners. You did 

an amazing job! Bravo! I want to say that we could have cleaned more the beach, it was 

short! And also to respect more food preferences of participants for next meeting :)  

I liked the environmental awareness activities very much but the cleaning of the beach 

and of the river could have been a bit longer and more instruments for the river were 

needed.  

I would be very happy if more information was given to us from the local people and 

authorities about the whole ecosystem and the life in Dalyan - the river, the lake, the 

historical sites and their protection, the tourism challenges and the governmental support 

for the area. 

Perhaps there was a desire for more direct communication with young local people. The 

external expert had not fully delved into the project itself, so the advice could be relatively 

useful. In general, the publicity of the project was excellent, the activities were useful.  

I really liked the activities and overall experience is very positive. I felt welcomed and 

involved. 

Great, a nice way to enjoy surroundings. We should have invited more people, Perfect 

It was beautiful, full of interesting and important activities, a good way to communicate and 

share new ideas 

Everything was implemented in terms of agenda of Dalyan Meeting and awarness 

Activities. ıt was reached to planned targets of Dalyan Meeting and Green Awareness 

Activities. Only one missing, Greek partner could not send any participants to meeting 

because of the some unexpected reason. 

Every stage of the Dalyan meeting has been reached to planned targets, 

Very interesting and valuable experience to bring home and my country.  

I really enjoyed all of them, organisation was perfect 

I think everything was planned really good in advance, the days were well structured and 

the activities were plenty and very divers. I would have wished for a closer get to get her 

with all partner countries, some welcoming games, done and lunch together and not so 

much "separated". 

 


